External News List

The External News List creates a list of news articles from any source including news websites, online magazines, and Stanford websites. This is a great way to highlight recent coverage of your team or area of interest.

Features

• Gather article data with just a URL and one click
• Multiple layout options
• Data display toggles
• Manual sorting
• Pagination options

Pro Tips

• It's not possible to publish multiple External News Lists across pages within the same website
• There are two components that make up the External News List: the External News List Container, and Item.
• Nest the items within the container—one item per article
External News List Legend

Unlike most other components, External News List requires two separate components to function. To setup, first add the External Article Container to the page, then place individual External Article Components into the container.

To grab the article data, simply paste an article URL into that field and click Populate article data. Presto! While custom dates can be set for articles, sorting is done manually - there is no automatic option.